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Abstract
Most state-of-the-art approaches to few-shot classification involve some form of
meta-learning. We present a simpler approach: learning a generative model that
captures the global structure of classes that is capable of few-shot learning ‘for
free’. It matches the state-of-the-art on few-shot classification on Omniglot and can
retaining knowledge of old classes while quickly learning that of new ones, unlike
previous meta-learners trained end-to-end solely to few-shot classify. Moreover,
our model is capable of few-shot generation: generating examples of new classes
given only few examples of known classes. We present compelling results on these
three tasks on the Omniglot dataset.
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Introduction

Few-shot classification is the problem of learning to distinguish between a set of new classes of
which only a few examples are available. In this setting, a training set is available but it contains
examples of a completely disjoint set of classes than those that the model is required to ‘quickly
learn’ at test time. This problem has received significant attention and specialized meta-learning
models have emerged to tackle it [1, 2, 3, 4]. These models leverage the set of training classes by
constructing from them a set of tasks that resemble in structure the few-shot classification tasks they
will ultimately encounter. After learning to few-shot learn via a sequence of these tasks, the learned
algorithm is directly applied to solve each test task too. This procedure is referred to as episodic
training, and it has been believed to be responsible for most recent success in this problem [2].
We pose the question: Can we instead obtain a model that is amenable to few-shot learning ‘for
free’ by having it learn the overall structure of the training classes and examples? We hypothesize
that a model that understands this structure is also able to reason about where new classes can be
placed in this global picture. This would put forward a very different approach to the problem
than the episodic procedure outlined above. Indeed, we present a new method for this based on
a variational autoencoder [5, 6] (VAE) whose latent space is defined by a mixture of Gaussians,
with one component per training class. Members of a class have latent variables z drawn from this
Gaussian cluster and the data x is drawn from a standard neural-network decoder given z.
In this model, new classes can be incorporated by inferring the cluster parameters of the distribution
in latent space which generated the data. Classification is performed by inferring which distribution a
given example’s latents were most likely to be drawn from. In this way, new classes can be incorporated into our model without degrading predictive performance on previously seen classes, an ability
which competing methods for few-shot classification lack. Learning on new tasks while retaining the
knowledge on old tasks can be viewed as an instance of continual learning [7, 8]. Additionally, the
generative nature of our model enables us to synthesize novel examples of potentially new classes
with high fidelity, given only a few examples. This is all achieved without any modification to the
model or training procedure.
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Our Generative Model

Our model was inspired by powerful semi-supervised generative models that also operate in a scenario
with little labeled data [9], but we modify them to tackle few-shot learning. In particular, existing
models which use a classifier q(y|x) that assumes all classes are known a-priori [9, 10] are not
well suited for generalization to unseen classes. Moreover, the continuous latent code z is usually
designed specifically to encode information unrelated to class. Instead, we augment our generative
model with the capability of reasoning about different classes. Our continuous latent code z is drawn
conditionally based on the class label y. The data x is drawn conditionally from z. This allows us to
reason about the distribution over classes and the relationship between them at the same time as we
reason about how the data is generated. This leads to a generative model which factorizes as:
p(x, y, z) = p(x|z)p(z|y)p(y).

(1)

We choose to model p(z, y) with a Gaussian mixture where each class defines a unique component
in the mixture. This requires us to augment our generative model with the locations of the mixture
components η. Thus, we obtain the complete generative model:
p(x, y, z, η) =

D
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p(xi |zi )p(zi |η, yi )p(yi )
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(2)
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p(xi |zi ) = neural_net_likelihood(zi ; θ)

(3)
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p(zi |η, yi ) = N (zi ; ηyi , σ )
 
1
p(y) = Categorical
|C|
p(ηc ) = N (ηc |0, I)

(4)
(5)
(6)

where σ 2 and θ are the parameters of the generative model, D is the number of data points, and
C is the set of training classes. The conditional data generative distribution (Equation 3) is some
distribution parameterized by a neural network with parameters θ. A plate diagram of this generative
model can be found in Appendix C.
We propose to train a VAE using this generative model. We define our inference model as:
q(z, η, y|x) =

D
Y

q(zi |xi )q(yi |zi , η)
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Y
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q(zi |xi ) = N (µ(xi ; φ), σ 2 (xi ; φ))
q(ηc ) =

(7)
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N (ηc |µc , βc2 )

(8)
(9)

p(zi |yi , η)

q(yi |zi , η) = p(yi |zi , η) = P|C|

j=1

p(zi |yj , η)

(10)

where βc , µc and φ are the parameters of the inference model and µ(·; θ) and σ 2 (·; θ) are neural
networks. Equation 10 comes from the fact that since p(z, y, η) is a Gaussian mixture, the posterior
p(y|z, η) can be computed analytically.
We train our model by optimizing
Lη (x, y) = Eq(η)q(z|x) [ log p(η) + log p(y) + log p(z|ηy ) + log pθ (x|z)−
log qφ (η) − log qφ (z|x)].

(11)

We also add a classification loss to the supervised objective, in a fashion similar to [9]. Given x and
y, we sample z ∼ qφ (z|x) and η ∼ q(η) and optimize the objective :
Fη (x, y) = Eq(η)q(z|x) [log qφ (y|z, η)].

(12)

The overall objective that our model maximizes is then:
Lη (x, y) + α · Fη (x, y; η)
where α is a hyper-parameter, that controls the weight of the discriminative loss.
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(13)

This training procedure differs considerably from most state-of-the-art few-shot classification approaches which train on episodes sampled from the training set [3, 11, 12, 1, 4, 2]. This difference
allows our model to infer class relationships in a global fashion which is key to our success in learning
about new classes without hurting performance on previously seen classes. We now explain how this
model can tackle three types of few-shot learning tasks.
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Few-shot Learning with our Generative Model

Few-shot Classification Few-shot classification performance is assessed through a series of test
episodes, each presenting an instance of a classification task for N classes sampled from the test set.
Specifically, each k-shot N -way episode contains a support set S which is comprised of k examples
of each of the N new classes, and a query set Q of additional examples of these new classes. The
task is to correctly label each query example (into one of the N classes), after using only the support
set to learn these new classes.
For solving the task presented in each test episode, we again perform variational inference. We
initialize N new components to our mixture model, since we now know that our data belongs to N
different classes. We optimize their parameters using the support set S while keeping the rest of the
model fixed. This has a number of benefits. First, we do not train the neural network in this step, so
we greatly reduce the risk of over-fitting to the small support set. Further, we do not retrain the cluster
centers η for the training classes, allowing our model to maintain its ability to recognize examples
from these classes. We are in fact free to utilize these previously inferred cluster centers to inform
our new inference where in the latent space not to place the new centers.
In particular, let η ∗ denote the N new cluster centers that are initialized for a given episode. Denote
by η + the augmented set of η’s obtained by ‘concatenating’ η ∗ and η, totalling N + |C| clusters.
We optimize with respect to the parameters of η ∗ using the support set with the following objective:
X
max
Lη∗ (x, y) + α · Fη+ (x, y)
(14)
∗
η

(x,y)∈S

where S denotes the support set, and L and F denote the ELBO and classification objective for the
labeled data, as defined in the previous section.
Then, once η ∗ is learned on the support set, our model infers a class label for each query out of the N
possible labels for this episode. Specifically, let xq denote a query example. The model labels it as:
yq = arg max Eq(η∗ )q(zq |xq ) [log p(y|zq , η ∗ )]
(15)
y

Few-shot Integration This is the task of expanding a classifier’s repertoire of classes by adding
into it a set of new classes for which only a few examples are available, also studied in [13].
Evaluation is performed in a series of integration episodes. In a k-shot N -way few-shot integration
test episode, the support set contains k examples of each of the N new classes sampled from the test
set (and no examples of the training classes). The query set, however, which the model is tasked to
label, is split in half between examples of the N new classes as well as examples of another set of
N randomly sampled training classes. The query examples that belong to the training classes are
drawn from a held-out pool, ruling out the possibility of the model seeing a query example that it had
originally been trained on. Importantly, we provide no information to the model about which query
examples come from the old or new classes, nor which old classes the query examples are drawn
from. The model is therefore faced with a (|C| + N )-way classification problem for each (old or new)
query point. In the literature the training classes and test classes are often referred to as base and
novel classes, respectively (Omniglot has 2880 base classes!).
The support set contains examples only from new classes so the model cannot refresh its memory of
old classes by retraining on examples of them. In this case, we perform the exact same procedure for
training as for the standard few-shot classification task, using the objective in Equation 14.
The method for labeling each query only differs from that of standard few-shot classification in
Equation 15 in that all new and old clusters η + are now considered as potential targets, since query
points can belong to either of these:
yq = arg max Eq(η+ )q(zq |xq ) [log p(y|zq , η + )]
(16)
y
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Few-Shot Generation Our model naturally possess the ability to generate novel examples of
known classes, or novel classes altogether. Performing these generation tasks allows us to explore the
distribution that our model has learned over the data as well as the distribution over the global class
structure in the dataset. We can inspect our model’s ability to “imagine” new classes by first sampling
η ∼ p(η) and then sample z ∼ p(z|η). Then we sample x ∼ p(x|z) to obtain our data. Samples
of imagined classes can be seen in Figure 1. Our model can also perform few-shot generation. In
this setting we are given n examples of a previously unseen class ŷ. We then infer ηŷ with the same
procedure we use for few-shot classification defined in Section 3. We then sample z ∼ p(z|ηŷ ) and
sample x ∼ p(x|z). Few-shot samples can be seen in Figures 2 and 3.
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Experiments

We present experiments on the three tasks outlined above, on the Omniglot dataset [14]. We refer
the reader to the Appendix for full details regarding the datasets, optimization, architectures, and
hyper-parameters used. In Table 1 we show that our model matches the state-of-the-art on the standard
few-shot classification task, despite its simpler training procedure. To obtain a baseline to compare
against for few-shot integration, we modify Prototypical Networks [1] to maintain a global prototype
for each class instead of temporary episodic prototypes. As can be seen from Table 2, our method
outperforms this baseline by a large margin. Details of this baseline can be seen in Appendix D.2.
Few-shot generation results can be seen in Appendix B.
Model
1-shot 5-way 5-shot 5-way 1-shot 20-way 5-shot 20-way
Matching Networks [2]
97.9
98.9
93.8
98.5
Neural Statistician [15]
98.1
99.5
93.2
98.1
MAML [3]
98.7
99.9
95.8
98.9
98.8
99.7
96.0
98.9
Prototypical Networks [1]
GNN [16]
99.2
99.7
97.4
99.0
Prototypical Networks (our encoder) 98.6
99.4
95.5
98.1
Ours
98.9
99.6
96.7
99.2
Table 1: Few-shot classification results on Omniglot [14]. Prototypical Networks (our encoder)
indicates a baseline of the Prototypical Networks algorithm using an identical encoder to ours.

Model
Novel
PN
Ours

7.4 ± .6
60.9 ± .1
Novel

5-way 1-shot
Base
55.0 ± .1
87.1 ± .6
20-way 1-shot
Base

Both

Novel

31.2 ± .7
74.0 ± .6

4.2 ± .4
86.0 ± .7

Both

Novel

5-way 5-shot
Base
62.3 ± .1
87.1 ± .7
20-way 5-shot
Base

Both
33.3 ± .6
86.5 ± .5
Both

PN
.1 ± .01
57.9 ± .6
29.0 ± .3
1.2 ± .1
51.0 ± .6
26.1 ± .3
Ours
60.1 ± .5 87.4 ± .3
74.1 ± .3 86.0 ± .3 87.4 ± .3
86.7 ± .2
Table 2: Few-shot integration results, averaged over 1000 test episodes and reported with 95%
confidence intervals. PN refers to the prototypical network baseline defined in Appendix D.2. Novel,
base, both is performance on new classes, old classes, and both combined, respectively.
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Conclusion and Further Work

In this work we have presented a generative model which we demonstrate is a competent few-shot
learner without being trained specifically for that purpose. Without any modification, our model
can also learn quickly about new classes without degrading predictive performance on previously
seen classes. Models which preform comparably to ours on few-shot classification fail completely at
this task. As future work, we are confident our results could be improved by incorporating multiple
levels of stochastic variables [17, 18], using more advanced inference techniques such as normalizing
flows [6], or using more advanced neural network architectures [19].
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Appendix A
A.1

Experimental Details

Model Architectures

Our encoder (equation 8) and decoder (equation 3) are parameterized by neural networks. We use neural
networks with residual connections for both encoder and decoder and use an autoregressive decoder. Our
encoder, and decoder are exactly the same as the MNIST model used in [20].
We note that the encoder and decoder used in our experiments is much more powerful than those used in competing methods [3, 1, 2, 15]. For this reason we re-implement the strongest method, Prototypical Networks [1],
using our PixelVAE encoder and find that performance drops slightly compared to the results with their original
network architecture. Thus, we believe our improved results are not simply caused by an enhanced encoder
architecture.

A.2

Data Likelihood Model

The Omniglot dataset contains 28 × 28 grey-scale images whose pixels take on integer values in the range
[0, 255]. The pixel values are approximately binary, so it is common when training generative models on this
dataset to scale to the range [0, 1] and threshold the data to {0, 1}. Then a Bernoulli distribution is used to model
the pixel values.
When running the Prototypical Network baseline with our PixelVAE encoder, we experimented with both binary
and continuous inputs and found the baseline to perform slightly better with continuous inputs (the results
presented in the second-to-last line of Table 1).
We experimented with using a 1-out-of-256 Categorical distribution to model the pixel values as well but found
this to decrease convergence speed and without improving performance.

A.3

Training Procedure

Our models are trained using the Adam [21] optimizer with a fixed learning rate of .001, β1 = 0.9, and
β2 = 0.999. For all models trained, we use mini-batches of size 64.
We monitor training with the standard validation set every 1000 training iterations, and pick the model with
the best performance after 1500 epochs. The per-cluster variance in the prior distribution was chosen among
the values: 1, 0.1, and 0.01. The weight for the classification regularization loss was chosen among the values:
0, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100. Validation was specifically done on the most difficult 20 way 1 shot task for the regular
few-shot classification task.
For the few-shot integration and generation tasks, we reused the best set of hyper-parameters for the few-shot
classification task.

A.4

Evaluation Procedure

We follow [1] on evaluating performance for few-shot classification on the Omniglot dataset, i.e. we aggregate
performance over 1000 test episodes and report the mean accuracy as well as the 95% confidence interval. For
each episode, we optimize the usual loss as in eq. 13 with respect to only the variational distribution (mean
and variance of Gaussian in our case) for the new clusters using the Adam optimizer with learning rate 0.01,
β1 = 0.9, and β2 = 0.999 for 200 iterations.
For few-shot integration, we need to create a new split of held-out examples of each training class. This is
required so that the examples of the training classes that appear in the query set of the few-shot integration
episodes are not examples that were seen at training (though other examples of the same class were seen at
training). This ensures that we are fairly measuring how well the network can retain its knowledge of training
classes, without having somehow memorized specific examples of those classes. To implement this split, we
hold out 2 drawers’ images. In particular, in Omniglot there are 20 drawers each of which drew each character
once. By holding out two drawers we are holding out 2 images out of the total 20 images of each class.
Unlike [13] we never train our model specifically for the task of integration, but we adapt the same setup as them
for evaluation. There, each test episode’s support set only contains examples of the N novel classes as usual.
The query set is balanced between examples of the N novel classes and of another set of N training classes. The
ones coming from the training classes come from a held-out pool of them as mentioned earlier.
As before, for our final results we again sample 1000 test episodes and report the mean accuracy as well as the
95% confidence interval.
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Appendix B

Few-shot Generation Results

We present results on zero-shot, one-shot, and five-shot generation. Samples can be found in Figures 1, 2,
3, respectively. We obtain results similar in quality to those of [22, 23] while having a significantly simpler
generative model and training procedure.

Appendix C

Generative Model Plate Diagram
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Figure 4: Plate diagrams of semi-supervised models. Left: M2 model from [9]. Right: Our proposed
model. D denotes the number of examples in the dataset, and C denotes the set of classes.

Appendix D
D.1

Baselines

Prototypical Networks with Our Encoder

Our training procedure closely echos that of [1]. We train using the same “shot” as we will use in testing but we
use a larger “way,” set to 60 as in [1]. We train using episodes with 5 query points per class. The only difference
in our training procedure (other than the encoder architecture) is that we decay the learning rate every 10,000
iterations (instead of 2,000) since our larger encoder requires more iterations to train.

D.2

Prototypical Networks for Few-shot Integration

Few shot integration is a new task so To demonstrate the importance of explicitly storing information about previously inferred classes to inform predictions about new classes, we adapt a pre-trained Prototypical Network [1]
to this task. To perform few-shot integration with a prototypical network we compute prototypes for each of
the classes in the training set of Omniglot by computing the mean embedding of all examples of each training
class. Then when given a test episode, we compute N new prototypes from the support set and add them to the
prototypes from the training classes. Then we perform the (N + |C|)-way classification via nearest neighbors.
Performance of this baseline can be seen in Table 2.
While the accuracy numbers of this baseline appear small, we note that the model is being asked to perform
2880 + |C| way classification, so even 1% accuracy is considerably better than random chance. We also note that,
when the classification task is restricted only to the |C| new classes, this baseline becomes standard Prototypical
networks.
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Figure 1: Zero-shot generation from our model. In each row we sample η ∼ p(η), then zi ∼ p(z|η)
and xi ∼ p(x|zi ). Each row contains examples of a different imagined class.
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Figure 2: One-shot generation from our model. Left: Data from the Omniglot test set. Right: 10
Samples from our model of these newly seen classes. Each row corresponds to a different character.
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Figure 3: Five-shot generation from our model. Left: Data from the Omniglot test set. Right: 10
Samples from our model of these newly seen classes. Each row corresponds to a different character.
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